MAGNETIC COMPASS

MC-18 MAGNETIC COMPASS

FEATURES
- Solid, seawater resistant aluminum construction
- Maintenance free electrostatic powder coating finish
- MED, CCS, KG Type Approved.

SCOPE OF SUPPLY
- Magnetic compass type BOWL, card diameter 180mm
- Reflection tube with mirror head
  (only for reflector compass binnacles)
- Azimuth device with box
- 2 D-Spheres, flinders bar, space bar, all necessary
  Correcting magnets
- Electric main and emergency lighting AC 220V and
  DC 24V
- Separate dimmer
- 4 Fastening bolts with nuts

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
- By-pass arrangement up to 4,000mm
  (total way of reflection)
- Compass monitor and heading reference unit
- Universal digital repeater which shows heading in the
  from of a digital display
- Transmitting unit for magnetic compass
- Spare compass bowl in storage box
MC-180, 180mm COMPASS BOWL & ACCESSORIES
Magnetic flat glass compass with 180mm card for larger vessels

BOWL(MC-180) Bearing and reflector compass
BOWL(MC-180) with magnetic field sensor for use with fluxgate(SF-30) transmitting magnetic compass systems
T.M.C Unit(TM-42)
Standard Azimuth device AZ -180
Dimmer(MD-6815)

EC Type Approval No.
16726/A1 EC
0062/07

FEATURES
- Bearing compass, steering compass, reflector compass and overhead compass for large vessels. A class A compass with a card diameter of 180mm. It meets ISO449 standards and MED, CCS, KG type approved.

OPTIONAL EXTRA
- Fluxgate(SF-30) for connection to transmitting and calibration unit TM-42

TECHNICAL DETAILS
- Card diameter : 180mm
- Accuracy of indication : 0.5°
- Bowl diameter : 261mm
- Diameter or outer gimbal : 320mm
- Weight compass : 8.7kg
- Weight storage box : 2.4kg
- Weight azimuth device : 0.5kg
- Weight binnacle : 19kg
- Height binnacle : 1,334mm
- Operation temperature : -30°C ~ +60°C
- Magnetic moment : 2,6A.m²
- Compass illumination : 40W Lamp (DC 24V, AC 220V, 110V)
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